n the 19th century, Lord Kelvin and James Clerk Maxwell both observed that a wide range of phenomena give rise to similar forms of equations, finding analogies between heat flow and electric force and between lines of force and fluid streamlines. In the 1940s and 1950s, H.M. (Hank) Paynter of MIT worked on interdisciplinary engineering projects including hydroelectric plants, analog and digital computing, nonlinear dynamics, and control [1] . Through this experience, he observed that similar forms of equations are generated by dynamic systems in a wide variety of domain (for example electrical, fluid, and mechanical); in other words, such systems are analogous. Paynter incorporated the notion of an energy port into his methodology, and thus bond graphs were invented. Since that time, his group and many others have developed the basic concepts of bond-graph modeling into a mature methodology.
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n the 19th century, Lord Kelvin and James Clerk Maxwell both observed that a wide range of phenomena give rise to similar forms of equations, finding analogies between heat flow and electric force and between lines of force and fluid streamlines. In the 1940s and 1950s, H.M. (Hank) Paynter of MIT worked on interdisciplinary engineering projects including hydroelectric plants, analog and digital computing, nonlinear dynamics, and control [1] . Through this experience, he observed that similar forms of equations are generated by dynamic systems in a wide variety of domain (for example electrical, fluid, and mechanical); in other words, such systems are analogous. Paynter incorporated the notion of an energy port into his methodology, and thus bond graphs were invented. Since that time, his group and many others have developed the basic concepts of bond-graph modeling into a mature methodology.
The bond-graph method is a graphical approach to modeling in which component energy ports are connected by bonds that specify the transfer of energy between system components. Power, the rate of energy transport between components, is the universal currency of physical systems.
The graphical nature of bond graphs separates the system structure from the equations, making bond graphs ideal for visualizing the essential characteristics of a system. Indeed, by creating bond graphs, designing and analyzing the structure of a system-perhaps the most important part of the modeling task-can often be undertaken using only a pencil and paper. Modelers can thus focus on the relationships among components and subsystems rather than the implementation details of their particular modeling software. Even before a computer is used, bond graphs can provide an engineer with information about constrained states, algebraic loops, and the benefits and consequences of potential approximations and simplifications. Many computer-based modeling tools are available for generating and processing bond graphs, see "Further Reading." These tools generally have capabilities that extend far beyond those of traditional block-diagram software, including generation of symbolic representations, model inversion, and parametric identification as well as the ability to produce simulations, frequency responses, and other design aids. Bond-graph models can therefore be used by engineers not only to perform straightforward numerical analysis but also, more importantly, to gain qualitative insight.
This article has two purposes. First, we provide a tutorial introduction to bond graphs using examples that are familiar to control engineers. Second, the article is intended to motivate readers to apply the bond-graph approach themselves and to read more on the topic. This article includes two case studies. The first case study is described in "Case Study 1: Laboratory Experiment," while the second is described in the section "Case Study 2: An Aircraft Fuel System." The early sections of this tutorial cover enough of the bond-graph method to model the system in Case Study 1. The later sections introduce more advanced topics required for Case Study 2.
Italic text (like this) highlights material that is directly applicable to the sidebar "Case Study 1."
ANALOGIES
Bond-graph modeling is based on three types of analogies, namely, signal analogies, component analogies, and connection analogies. Table 1 shows four signal categories with examples from four engineering domains:
Signal Analogies
» effort signals, with the generic symbol e, including electrical voltage and mechanical force » flow signals, with the generic symbol f , including electrical current and mechanical velocity » integrated effort signals, with the generic symbol p, including electrical lines of flux and mechanical (translational and angular) momentum » integrated flow signals, with the generic symbol q, including electrical charge and mechanical displacement. Some entries in the table are less familiar but nevertheless provide a guide for the systematic choice of signals for system modeling. Additional domains, including magnetic and thermal, can also be incorporated in this scheme. A key insight is that the product of the effort and flow signals in each domain is power, that is, effort × flow = power.
(
For this reason, effort and flow signal pairs are deemed to be carried by the single power bond of Figure 1 (a). The direction of the half-arrow indicates the positive direction of energy transport; in Figure 1 (a), energy transport from left to right is regarded as positive.
The system shown in Figure S1 of Case Study 1 is driven by electrical power (voltage × current), which is converted to rotational mechanical power (torque × angular velocity) by a dc motor.
It should be noted that the half arrow does not denote an input or output in the same way as an arrow on a block diagram. Inputs and outputs are assigned by causal strokes, which are introduced later in the section "Causality and Block Diagrams." Figure 1 (b) shows the active bond, which carries either effort or flow. The active bond thus corresponds to a blockdiagram signal and can therefore act as an interface between a system modeled as a bond graph and another system modeled as a block diagram. Table 2 lists one-port bond-graph components with analogous examples from four engineering domains. For example, the generic » Se component, which can correspond to an ideal voltage source or an applied force, is a source of effort » Sf component, which can correspond to an ideal current source or an applied velocity, is a source of flow » De component, which can correspond to a voltmeter or a force sensor, is a detector of effort » Df component, which can correspond to an ammeter or a tachometer, is a detector of flow » R component, which can correspond to an electrical resistor or a mechanical damper, dissipates energy » C component, which can correspond to an electrical capacitor or a mechanical spring (or compliance), stores energy » I component, which can correspond to an electrical inductor or a mechanical mass, stores energy » SS components (not shown in table) model colocated sensor-actuator pairs: Se-Df or Sf-De. These components also represent energy ports of compound components. In the linear case, the corresponding equations for the R, C, and I components in terms of the generic variables of Table 1 are, respectively, F igure S1(a) shows a laboratory experiment comprising a flexible beam driven by a dc motor through a gearbox. As with any physical system, it is up to the engineer to decide which effects to include and which to ignore. In this case, following the experimental manual, the main approximations are:
Component Analogies
» The armature inductance of the dc motor is ignored. » The beam is approximated by a rotational mass-spring system analogous to that of Figure 4 (a).
» The gearbox is assumed to be rigid and free of backlash. 
FIGURE S1

Case Study 1: A Laboratory Experiment
where r, c, and m are constants describing the corresponding physical system. In the electrical domain, (2) corresponds to Ohm's law and (3) to Coulomb's law; in the mechanical domain, (3) corresponds to Hooke's law, while (5) corresponds to Newton's second law. Because the same type of component usually occurs more than once in a given system, the colon ":" notation is used to distinguish between multiple instances of each component type. In particular, the symbol preceding the colon refers to the component type, while the symbol following the colon labels the particular instance. Thus C : c 1 refers to a C component labeled c 1 , which is equivalent to placing the label c 1 adjacent to the symbol for a capacitor in an electrical circuit diagram.
Connection Analogies
Two components can be connected by a power bond thus giving them the same effort and flow. Figure 2 Using the simplification rules of Figure 9 , Figure S1 (c) can be simplified to give Figure S1(d) , where the GY, TF, and one of the I components have been removed. In terms of the original components, the components of the simplified system are
Although the simplified bond graph retains the same input-output dynamics as the original system, it is easier to understand.
For example, it is clear that R : r 0 acts as a natural derivative controller as in Figure 11 . Figure S2 gives the frequency response relating the two outputs y = b and y b = τ b to the equivalent system input u 0 .
The frequency response, which is generated automatically from the bond graph and the numerical values of Table S1 , is the first step in the control-design process.
FIGURE S2
Frequency response for the Quanser experiment.
The numerical values of Table S1 combined with the bond graph of Figure S1 yield the frequency response of y = b and y b = τ b , measured in rad/s and N-m, respectively, to the equivalent system input u 0 , measured in rad/s; the resonant peak corresponds to the flexure natural frequency of about 20 rad/s. 
Because there are only two components, the electrical components of Figure 2 
Figure S1 of Case Study 1 includes examples of both mechanical (damper) and electrical (resistor) R components.
The parallel connection obeys Kirchhoff's voltage law, whereas the series connection obeys Kirchhoff's current law. The bond-graph approach uses a 0 junction to model a parallel electrical connection [ Figure 3 (c)] and a 1 junction [ Figure  3 (d)] to model a series electrical connection. However, the series/parallel analogy can be misleading in the mechanical and other non-electrical domains; a more useful abstraction is to view an electrical parallel connection as a commoneffort or 0 connection and an electrical series connection as a common-flow or 1 connection. The effort on each bond impinging on a 0 junction is equal, while the flows on these bonds sum to zero. A 0 junction with m bonds in and n bonds out is therefore described by the equation pair are carried on bonds pointing out of the junction. Likewise, the efforts on a 1 junction sum to zero while the flows are all equal, so a dual junction is described by the equation pair
The system shown in Figure S1 of Case Study 1 contains an electrical 1 junction carrying armature current as well as several mechanical 1 junctions carrying velocity.
The symbols 0 and 1 are chosen to be neutral with respect to the physical domain. 
Simple RCI System
Power Conversion with Transformers and Gyrators
The effort and flow variables within each physical domain of Table 1 
directly connected. However, since power is the universal currency of physical systems, the power-converting bondgraph components TF (a generic transformer) and GY (a generic gyrator) of Figure 5 (c) and (d) provide a means for converting power and thus connecting different domains. The TF component generalizes an electrical transformer, which has the property that the ratio of voltages (efforts) at the two terminals is the inverse of the ratio of current, which is consistent with the fact that power is conserved in the sense that the instantaneous power at the input port equals the instantaneous power at the output port at each instant of time. Figure 5 (a) shows a physical system that, in idealized form, corresponds to the TF component of Figure 5 (c).
Additional examples of physical components with an ideal TF representation include a piston for mechanical-to-hydraulic power conversion and a rack-and-pinion gear converting translational to rotational power. The GY component is the same as the TF component insofar as power is conserved; the difference is that flow at one port depends on effort at the other, and vice versa. Figure 5 (b) shows a physical system that, in idealized form, corresponds to the GY component of Figure 5 (d). The name gyrator arises from the property of a gyroscope that angular velocity (flow) is converted into torque (effort).
In the linear case, the TF and GY components have the equations
where n and k are nondimensional constants describing the corresponding physical system. The pairs (11)- (12) and (13)- (14) both describe energy-conserving components since, in both cases, the input and output power is the same, that is, e 2 f 2 = e 1 f 1 .
The system shown in Figure S1 of In a 1 , or common-flow, junction, the flows are equal and the efforts sum to zero, that is, f 1 = f 2 = f 3 , e 1 − e 2 − e 3 = 0. 
CAUSALITY AND BLOCK DIAGRAMS
Although block diagrams are familiar to control engineers, the sidebar "Why Bond Graphs Are Better than Block Diagrams" explains that block diagrams have an unfortunate drawback, namely, they represent assignment statements rather than equations. In other words, a block diagram cannot be drawn until the inputs and outputs of each component are specified. For example, the upper right-hand part of Figure 6 The GY component provides power conversion such that e 2 = kf 1 and e 1 = kf 2 , where k is the back EMF constant of the motor. causal contexts, whereas blockdiagram components are not. While the bond-graph approach thus has one model for a resistor, the block-diagram approach has two. In bond-graph terminology, the middle R imposes effort and has flow imposed on it, whereas the lower R imposes flow and has effort imposed on it.
Because the C component of Figure 6 (b) is dynamic, the distinction between the two forms of causality is more significant. In particular, the middle diagram corresponds to integral causality, while the lower corresponds to derivative causality. The former is preferred if we wish to have a state-space system representation. The I component is similar to the C component of Figure 6 (b) but with e and f reversed. » The C and I components are in preferred integral causality; for the C component, this relation implies effort out and flow in, whereas, for the I component, this relation implies flow out and effort in. » The R component has effort output since the corresponding flow is caused by the I component. » The 0 junction has exactly one bond imposing effort on it, whereas the 1 junction has exactly one bond imposing flow on it. » The 0 junction of Figure 7 
Causal Assignment
Abstracting the physical system as an acausal bond graph provides a complete description of the corresponding model. However, for the purposes of analysis, there are many ways of representing the system as a set of equations, and each such representation has its own particular uses. For example, the control engineer typically uses a state-space representation for system analysis and simulation, whereas the mechanical engineer may prefer a Lagrangian representation and the mathematician may prefer a Hamiltonian representation. Each of these representations corresponds to a particular causality and thus each representation can be extracted by imposing a particular pattern of causal strokes on the acausal bond graph [2] , a procedure known as completing causality. This article focuses on generating a state-space representation of a system. The assignment of causality to a bond graph can usually be accomplished automatically by computer if the causality is specified at key points on the graph, usually the external ports, and if some general preference for integral or derivative causality [ Figure 6 (b) and (c)] is expressed by the modeler. The best known method for automating causal assignment is the sequential causal assignment procedure (SCAP) [3] , which gives a state-space system representation. If, indeed, the system has a state-space representation, the details of the resulting pattern of causal strokes, although helpful in understanding the inner workings of the model, need not be viewed by the modeler. However, if the model does not possess a state-space representation, then the pattern of causal strokes clarifies the situation and helps the modeler reconsider the model in terms of the underlying physical system. For proper causal completion, which will result in a set of explicit assignment statements, it is necessary that exactly one bond impose a flow on each 1 junction. Similarly, exactly one bond must impose an effort on each 0 junction. The causality of TF and GY components is also subject to constraints if self-consistent system models are to be generated. In particular, causality is transmitted unaltered through TF components, that is, one impinging bond imposes effort (flow), while the other has effort (flow) imposed on it. Causality is reversed through a GY component so that both impinging bonds impose effort (or flow) and have flow (or effort) imposed on them. Within these constraints, causality can be assigned arbitrarily, although general guidelines, or preferences, are usually expressed.
After specifying the causality at the external interfaces, it is generally advisable for the modeler to specify the preferred causality of the system C and I components. As discussed in Figure 6 , C and I components may have either integral or derivative causality. For simulation or state-space representations, integral causality is usually preferable since it leads to ordinary differential equations (ODEs), which can be computed without recourse to computationally intensive differential algebraic equation (DAE) solvers.
Constraints due to 0 and 1 junctions or TF and GY components may make it impossible to place all of the energy storage elements in integral causality. In this case, dependent states result in DAEs. Insofar as modeling is the art of approximation, that is, deciding which components, features, and behaviors to omit, bond graphs can help engineers decide which approximations are useful before generating the equations. For example, approximate models with derivative causality can be converted to integral causality either by adding greater detail to the model, in the form of additional states, or by combining states to simplify the model. An example of this conversion is the decision to model a shaft connecting two rotating masses as either rigid or compliant. The modeler may wish to consider whether the additional difficulty 
of solving DAEs outweighs potential disadvantages associated with an ODE representation, such as numerical stiffness or reduced transparency in the meaning of quantities represented by system states. Although either causal configuration can be meaningful for an R component, the modeler should be aware of the possibility of algebraic loops arising between multiple R components. An algebraic loop occurs when the output of one component is required to determine the input of another, and vice versa. The formation of an algebraic loop exists on a bond graph if, between R components with opposing causality, there exists a path that includes neither a 1 junction with flow imposed by an I or Sf component nor a 0 junction with the effort imposed by a C or Se component. In other words, to avoid the formation of an algebraic loop, at least one system input or storage element with integral causality must impose a flow on a 1 junction or an effort on a 0 junction in each path between R components with opposing causality. A slight complication is that GY components effectively reverse the causality of the two subsystems on either side of them with respect to each other. Thus R components may have opposing causality even if the causal stroke is at the same end of the bond attached to each component due to a an odd number of GY components appearing in the path between them.
In Figure S1 of One of the benefits of bond-graph modeling is that the presence of algebraic loops is explicitly visible to the modeler. Although algebraic loops lead to implicit equations, such loops can be broken in various ways to allow the creation of an explicit model, for example:
» adjacent R components can be combined to form equivalent components » additional dynamics can be modeled by introducing C or I components between the R components » algebraic or numerical solvers can be introduced (using the SS component) to resolve the causal conflict » the causality of adjacent components can be altered so that both R components can be assigned the same causality. Despite the possibility of completely automating causal assignment, it is generally advisable for the modeler to be involved in the process since the causal assignments made within a model carry important information about the system and the suitability of the model for any intended purpose. In particular, the information gleaned from causal assignment gives the modeler immediate feedback as to the consequences of including or deleting a component from the bond-graph model of the physical system without the need to generate equations.
State-Space Equations and Block Diagrams
Bond graphs are an acausal system representation. By assigning a causal stroke to each bond, a causal representation can be generated. The causally complete model can be converted into other causal representations such as state-space equations and block diagrams. This section demonstrates the principles of this conversion. Most bond-graph software supports this conversion and provides an interface to standard control engineering tools such as Matlab and Octave [4] .
The causal strokes on a bond graph provide "signposts" to guide the generation of state-space equations and block diagrams. Although software can perform these transformations automatically, state-space equations can be generated by hand.
Both the bond graph and simplified bond graph of Figure S1 of The following steps demonstrate this procedure using 
By definition, (d p 1 /dt) = e m . Following the causal strokes, we obtain e m = e 0 − e r − e 1 . In this example, e 0 = (q 1 /c 1 ), and e 1 is an input. Using the properties of the R component given in Figure 6 (a), e r = r 1 f 1 = r 1 (p 1 /m 1 ). Thus the second state equation is
» Write outputs in terms of states and inputs. The outputs f 1 and e 0 can be written in terms of the states as f 1 = (p 1 /m 1 ) and e 0 = (q 1 /c 1 ). Defining
(15) and (16) can be written in state-space form
where
. (20) In a similar fashion the block diagram of Figure 7 (b) can be derived from the causally complete bond graph of Figure 7(a) .
Case Study 1 uses simplification to reduce the number of bond-graph components and remove the component I : m m in derivative causality.
Simplification and Approximation
In the same way that two resistors in series can be combined into a single resistor or two rigidly connected masses can be combined into a single mass, bond-graph components can be combined to give a simplified bond graph with the same external behavior as the original bond graph. Such simplification can be useful in understanding the behavior of a complex system in terms of its simplified version. Figure 8 shows two I components separated by a C component, a bond graph that can represent two rotating masses separated by a compliant shaft. Under steady state conditions, the masses rotate at the same speed, and there is no change in the twist of the shaft. This synchronous rotation is manifested as zero flow through the bond to the C component. Even under transient conditions, the flow is generally small. It may therefore be reasonable to approximate the flow to zero, an approximation that can be accomplished explicitly by replacing C with a flow source Sf adding zero flow to the junction. Having made this approximation, the bond graph can be simplified by eliminating the Sf component entirely because bonds adding zero flow to a 0 junction have no effect on the system. Using some simple rules, further simplifications can easily be made. A junction connecting only two bonds is redundant since it merely constrains the effort and flow in each bond to be the same. An identical effect can be achieved by replacing both bonds and the junction with a single bond, thereby eliminating the 0 junction. Simplifying further, two junctions of the same type, which are connected by a single bond, can be replaced by a single junction of the same type. The result is a greatly simplified bond graph with two I components connected to a single 1 junction. Finally, the approximate system can be simplified as in Figure 9 (a) and (b).
In more complex examples, analysis of the causality of the original model and the simplified version yields information that can be used to determine whether the approximation is effective. The original model has three energy storage states to which integral causality can be simultaneously assigned. The model therefore produces a set of three ODEs. The approximated model has only two states and is therefore in some sense simpler. However, following the rules of causal assignment, described previously, it is not possible to simultaneously place both of the I components in integral causality. One state must be placed in derivative causality [ Figure 6(b) ], which (without simplification) results in a set of DAEs.
Whether the replacement of three ODEs with two DAEs is a useful approximation or not depends on the purpose of the model; nevertheless, a benefit of bond-graph causality is that the consequences of such an approximation are explicit to the modeler. The bond-graph method is an approach to modeling in which component energy ports are connected by bonds that specify the transfer of energy between system components.
ADVANTAGES OF BOND GRAPHS OVER BLOCK DIAGRAMS
Case Study 1 provides evidence for the assertions in the sidebar "Why Bond Graphs Are Better Than Block Diagrams." The evidence is presented below. In particular, Figure 10 is more complex than the bond graph of Figure S1 of Case Study 1. The acausal, equation-based nature of a bond graph is apparent from the way that components can be treated identically regardless of the causality imposed on them. The resistances r a and r m of Case Study 1 are implemented identically in the bond-graph model of the motor with only the later addition of a causal stroke, specifying the inputs and outputs required to generate assignment statements from the acausal equations. By contrast, the same resistances r a and r m depicted in block-diagram form in Figure 10 (b) are implemented differently, with the reciprocal of the resistance multiplying the input signal in one case, but not the other.
A more striking example can be seen in the handling of the motor inertia. Whether the inertia must be modeled with an integrator or differentiator changes according to its causality, as can be seen by comparing Figure 10 (b) and (c), where a change to the input and output of the component model causes the inertia causality to change. In the first configuration, an output torque is generated in response to motor speed for a given voltage, and the inertia is represented by a differentiator.
The block diagram of Figure 10(a), corresponding to the bond graph of Figure S1 of Case Study 1 is complicated, bearing little relation to the system topology. A comparison with the bond graph reveals many of the benefits that bond graphs provide for modeling the system.
In the second configuration, the motor torque is an input, and the shaft speed an output, but the differentiator must then be changed to an integrator. It is also necessary to reverse the direction of some arrows and to change the sign of the signal connecting the motor torque τ m to the motor mass, which is not necessary in the bond graph because the positive direction of energy transport is automatically handled by the sign convention specified by the bond directions.
The disadvantages of requiring two block diagrams to represent one component depending on its inputs and outputs extend beyond the need to create and maintain twice as many models. There is also the problem of unit testing. While it is a simple matter to verify the dynamic behavior of the block diagram with integral causality in Figure 10(c) by specifying constant inputs, this simplicity is not true of the version with a differentiator in Figure 10 (c). Applying a constant shaft speed does not reveal any of the dynamic characteristics of the motor. The need for different forms of verification means that it is necessary to write separate tests for every particular instantiation of a model in block-diagram form, whereas it suffices to test a single configuration of a bond graph with confidence that the same model can be used regardless of the external causality. Maintenance of bond-graph models is also made easier by the localization of components. It can be seen that the block-diagram representation of the gearbox requires that the gear ratio n be specified in two places in Figure  10(d) , whereas the corresponding TF : n component need only be inserted once for the bond-graph representation ( Figure S1 ). Multiple specification of parameters is usually only a minor inconvenience when initially creating models, but can easily lead to the introduction of hardto-detect bugs when models are updated to accommodate future changes.
ADVANCED TOPICS
The bond-graph method has been developed in several ways since its inception, and many of these developments have been initiated at the biennial International Conference on Bond Graph Modeling. From these extensions, we discuss several topics that we believe to be of importance to control engineers. Sources of information for these topics can be found in "Further Reading."
Physical-Model-Based Control
As discussed in [5] , [6] physical-model-based control regards feedback controllers as physical systems. This approach has the advantage that both physical intuition and energy-based stability analysis can be used to design
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FIGURE 10
Block-diagram representation of the system described in Figure S1 . (a) The top level system comprises three subsystems, namely, a motor, a gearbox, and a flexible beam. (b) The motor calculates the torque output in response to a given input voltage and shaft speed. Note that the resistances R a and R m (purple) are implemented differently; R m appears as a multiplier, whereas the reciprocal of R a multiplies its input. This difference corresponds to the different causalities imposed on each of these resistors. The motor gain k m appears twice in the model; if different numerical values were inadvertently assigned to each instance, the model would no longer obey physical laws. (c) An alternative motor model shows how diagram (b) would need to be modified to cause the model to output shaft speed in response to an applied load, a change that might be required to permit unit testing of the motor submodel. Note that, as well as reversing some arrow directions, the integrator 1/s corresponding to the motor inertia (red) must be replaced with a differentiator s, and the sign of the signal from the motor torque to the summing junction must be reversed. stable controllers. One example of physical-model-based control is the impedance control methodology of [7] , which is applied in the robotics field and, more recently, in the design of structural dynamics experiments [8] .
Perhaps the simplest version of physical-model-based control is the realization that a PID controller is analogous to a massspring-damper system and can therefore (as in Case Study 1) be treated as a physical system attached to the controlled physical system. Using bond-graph representations, Figure 11 shows the physical systems corresponding to two versions of PID control. In particular, if Figure 11 (a) corresponds to the PID controller
It is well known that such a control, although a convenient idealization, is not practical due to the pure derivative action, which is reflected in the fact that the I component in Figure 11 (a) must be assigned derivative causality. Figure 11(b) shows the bond graph corresponding to a PID control with filtered derivative. Note that the I component now has integral causality. In particular if
A crucial feature of this approach is that the system input u and output y must be colocated, that is, the bond at the lower right of each controller of Figure 11 can be directly connected to a port of the controlled system. If this is not the case and u and y are associated with different system ports, one approach is to revert to conventional control-system design based on the state-space approach or the block-diagram approach. In other words, the bond-graph methodology is used just for system modeling, and the bond graph is converted into statespace or transfer function form to be analyzed using conventional software tools such as Matlab or Octave. As an alternative, current research investigates physical-modelbased control in the noncolocated case [8] , [9] .
Inversion and Bicausality
The systems of Figure 4 have the acausal bond graph of Figure 4 (d). When natural causality is imposed as in Figure 7 , the system input u and output y are
The corresponding system transfer function is
This system has two poles corresponding to the components C : c 1 and I : m 1 in integral causality. For some applications, such as actuator sizing [10] , [11] , it is of interest to compute inputs in terms of outputs, which leads to system inversion. Because of their acausal nature, [such as Figure 4(d) ], bond-graph models are amenable to inversion. In Figure 12 (a) the causality at the left-hand port is reversed to change the choice of system input and output from (21) to The transfer function arising from this choice is
Not surprisingly, this transfer function is improper; the fact that it has only one pole follows from the fact that only the component I : m 1 is in integral causality.
Another choice of inputs and outputs is
However, the concept of bond-graph causality must be extended in this case. Remember that each bond carries two covariables, namely effort and flow. The placement of a single causal stroke at one end of the bond, as in Figure 6 , indicates which component sets the effort and which sets the flow. This configuration is unicausal. By contrast, a bicausal model contains bonds in which one component sets both the effort and the flow. In Figure 12 (b), bicausality is signified on a bond graph by separating the causal stroke into two half strokes [12] , [13] . The model corresponding to the bond graph of Figure  4 (d) can now be inverted by changing the causality of the bonds to that depicted in Figure 12(c) .
The transfer function has no poles because both C : c 1 and I : m 1 are now in derivative causality [ Figure 6 (b)]. It is worth emphasizing the qualitative aspects of inversion by this method. Model inversion is accomplished by changing the causality at the model interfaces. Changes in causality propagate through the model automatically and thus require no change to the model itself. Although transfer functions are given for completeness, the number of poles and zeros is deduced by counting the number of components in integral causality in the bond graphs of the system and inverse system, respectively.
Hierarchical Systems
Simple bond graphs can be constructed entirely from the standard basic components listed in Table 2 . These models can be used in further bond graphs to create models of greater complexity, namely, hierarchical bond-graph models. Hierarchical bond graphs offer many of the benefits that are frequently associated with object-oriented programming techniques. When working with bond graphs, it is natural to construct models by performing a top-down decomposition of the system of interest. By encapsulating low-level functionality within self-contained component models, clutter can be minimized easing visual inspection, thus helping the modeler focus on an appropriate level of abstraction at each stage of the model development. Such decomposition can also greatly ease the process of verifying that the structure of Figure 7 can be inverted by changing the causality at the system interfaces. These changes propagate through the model and cause C : c 1 and I : m 1 to be placed in derivative causality. The output of the model f 0 is the flow required to cause the flow f 1 to track a desired signal given a disturbance e 1 ; e 0 is the corresponding effort, and e 0 f 0 is the power required. the model accurately mimics the structure of the system that it is intended to represent. Subsystem encapsulation makes it easy to maintain libraries of components and swap entire classes of components within a model. Therefore, it is appropriate in the early stages of model construction to use very simple subsystem models. As model development progresses, components can be refined, and subsystems of greater complexity can be constructed, tested, and inserted into the higher-level model. Hierarchical models are implemented using external port components, which are equivalent to combined source-sensors. These external ports are connected to other subsystem models using standard component bonds, with causality assigned in the same way as for any other bond. It is therefore possible for the causality of the bonds at the external interfaces to change. This property is particularly useful for embedding bond-graph models within systemof-systems models, where the subsystem models adapt their causal configuration to the context in which they find themselves. This feature of external ports without fixed causality is a significant advantage of bond graphs over block-diagram-based modeling methods.
Hybrid Systems
Many useful engineering systems incorporate switches, that is, components that fundamentally change the global nature of the system by making or breaking local connections. The effects of switches on the global system are generally much larger than the local physical effects of the switching action itself, and thus it is often useful to represent switches as an instantaneous change in a system variable.
When the switch establishes a connection within a system, any causal configuration can be meaningful across the switch. However, when it is used to break a connection, there is generally a definite causal configuration associated with it. Opening an electrical contact or closing a fluid valve can be represented on a bond graph by imposing zero flow on the 1 junction representing the wire or pipe in which the switch or valve is placed. Similarly, the imposition of zero effort on a 0 junction models the effect of breaking a mechanical link.
In certain circumstances, it is desirable to ensure that the inclusion of a switch does not change the global causality of a model. For example, it is often desired that all C and I components be assigned integral causality so that no algebraic equations need to be solved. Inertial switches (ISW) or capacitive switches (CSW), which combine an ideal switching element with an I or C component, can be used to ensure that there is no change in causality due to the action of the switch. The bond-graph method is a useful modeling tool, particularly well suited for describing physical systems. Figure 13 gives an example of using a CSW component in a mechanical context. When the ball is above ground, the CSW is open and no force is exerted on the ball; when the ball is below ground, the CSW acts as an ordinary spring, thus creating a bounce.
Distributed-Parameter Systems
Although the bond-graph approach does not explicitly handle distributed-parameter systems described by partial differential equations, these systems can be approximated using N discrete lumps. For example, the flexible beam of Figure  S1 (a), approximated in S1(c) by a single lump, can be better approximated using N lumped elements each of the form of Figure 14 (a). Using the Bernoulli-Euler approximation, each lump has the bond-graph representation of Figure 14(b) . Figure 14 (c) shows the frequency response relating angle and angular velocity at the fixed end of the beam for different N. The final choice of N depends on the bandwidth over which the approximation is required.
CASE STUDY 2: AN AIRCRAFT FUEL SYSTEM
The second case study is an aircraft fuel system modeled using bond graphs. The design presented is a hybrid of three aircraft. The model that we develop is suitable for preliminary fuel-system architectural design, typically performed during the conceptual design phase, or as a realistic fuel system substitute for integration testing during later design phases. More interestingly perhaps for control engineers, the model is eminently suitable for use in specifying, developing, and verifying complex system control software, which is the most expensive part of most modern aircraft development.
For system performance must be answered quickly.
For integration testing and control software development, models must typically be capable of running in real time, while exhibiting the main features of the system behavior and dynamically exciting all relevant interfaces through which the model is connected to other systems. In these cases, models are often used by people not closely associated with the system hardware itself and so must be reliable and not require specialized knowledge of the system in order for the model to be operated successfully.
Model Design
The Fuel model [ Figure 15 (b)] is a hierarchical bond graph representing a simple aircraft fuel-management system. The system comprises nine fuel tanks, of which there are six types, namely, one instance each of the ForwardTank, CentreTank, and FeedTank fuel tanks, and the InnerWingTank [ Figure 16 (a)], OuterWingTank and AftTank types, which are each instantiated twice due to the lateral symmetry of the aircraft. For simplicity, the system is athermal, and the pipework is assumed to be coplanar and perpendicular to the external gravitational field. The connections between the tanks form two major subsystems: Refuel (green) and Feed (red) the respective purposes of which are to load fuel into the aircraft and transfer it from the storage tanks to the feed tank, which supplies the jet engine. These subsystems can also be used to transfer fuel around the aircraft according to the demands of the flight control system. Fuel enters the system through the ground refueling point (Refuel:Ground) attached to the center fuselage tank (CentreTank:F2) and leaves the system through the single jet engine (Engine:jet). The engine is supplied with fuel from the feed tank (FeedTank:F3). The valves contain resistive losses representing the valve orifices and the pipes to which they are connected. The frictional losses in the pipes are implemented with a simple resistive component (R:pipe). Losses associated with the valve orifice are implemented using a flow-modulated resistor (FMR:orifice), the resistance of which is modulated according to the valve position, which is controlled by an electronic actuator. Inertial switches are used to allow or disallow the flow of fuel through the valves.
The Valve and Pump components contain controllers that regulate the flow of fuel. The control logic is implemented as a simple text file, which actuates these components according to the quantity of fuel in the tanks (the system states). The simple aim of the control logic as implemented is to keep the feed tank as full as possible at all times so that the engine does not run dry. The results of a simulation using this model and the control logic can be seen in Figure 17 , which shows the volume levels of fuel in the tanks as fuel is consumed by the engine. A real fuel-management system would have additional requirements, such as apportioning the remaining fuel between the other tanks to control the center of gravity of the fuel to within appropriate longitudinal and lateral limits for the flight mode to enhance agility, or maintain stability while optimizing range.
Benefits of Modeling the System as a Bond Graph
Implementing the fuel system model as a bond graph provides several benefits over traditional signal flow models that would typically be produced using tools such as Simulink or EASY5. Perhaps the most important benefit is the adaptable nature of the interfaces. After development and testing, component and subsystem models must be capable of being embedded in diverse environments and able to adapt to a range of conditions.
Consider the refuel system. Design of pipe geometry requires that pressure drops remain within certain limits when maximum flow is forced through the pipes, so the model must be able to accept a flow of fuel as an input at the refueling end, and the pipes must determine the system pressure loss. However, to verify that the resulting design meets performance requirements relating to maximum permissible refuel time, it is necessary to instead perform simulations with an appropriate fuel pressure applied at the input and fuel flow rates calculated through the pipes and valves. Signal flow models would require separate models, with a consequent doubling of the amount of testing required.
The need for additional models would also mean that more new models are used throughout the design process, with a risk of new errors being introduced. It is generally preferable to use existing tried-and-tested models wherever possible.
Adaptable interfaces are also beneficial when integrating system models to produce a virtual integrated aircraft model. If all of the systems are produced as bond graphs, all of the interfaces are guaranteed to transact power, which greatly simplifies the task of stitching models together. The task is further simplified by the fact that the causality of the interfaces can be changed without producing new models. Thus, an electric fuel pump, which accepts a constant voltage input during fuel system simulations, can easily be adapted to output replenished from the transfer tanks, using the valves and pumps. The steps at 0.9 m 3 are due to thresholds within the control logic that prevent valve chatter. The volume of fuel in the transfer tanks never quite reaches zero because residual fuel always remains due to tank geometry; this behavior is modeled by low-level thresholds in the control logic. A more sophisticated controller would attempt to also maintain the center of gravity within acceptable limits. This article is an introduction to bond graphs.
a voltage when connected to a current-producing electrical distribution model. The compact nature of bond graphs also makes them ideal for representing fluid flow, which is just a particular form of energy transport. Unlike signal flow diagrams, it is not necessary to take any particular care with the sign convention for flows at each port of a component model. Since the bond-graph sign convention is simply specified by the direction of bonds impinging on a component, there is no difficulty with removing components and embedding them in other parts of the system model.
It should be noted that producing bond-graph system models does not require that control engineers give up traditional design tools. Several bond-graph software packages can convert bond graphs to formats that can be embedded directly within Matlab and Simulink-as mfiles, mex files, and S functions-and within other software packages in their native formats. Using appropriate tools for each stage of work generally yields better results than attempting to use the most readily available tool for all aspects of system design.
We recommend creating models with specialist modeling tools, running simulations within appropriate simulation harnesses, and performing control design with appropriate design tools. Pencil and paper can of course be substituted for software at any stage of the development process except real-time simulation.
CONCLUSIONS
This article has presented an introduction to bond graphs for control engineers. Although the notation can initially appear daunting, the bond graph method is firmly grounded in the familiar concepts of energy and power. The essential element to be grasped is that bonds represent power transactions between components. Engineers can quickly become adept at applying the technique with just a little practice.
The use of generic components and variables makes it a simple matter to model multidomain systems, allowing engineers to analyze complex problems and interactions that might normally be hidden by more traditional approaches to subsystem division and analysis.
The graphical nature of bond graphs enables modelers to easily identify potentially troublesome areas of their system representations and to quickly determine the form of remedy that can make the model more appropriate for the task in hand. The method is particularly beneficial in identifying where supposedly simplifying assumptions and approximations might be counterproductive.
Simple rules govern the transformation of bond graphs into other system representations, and readily available software exists to perform conversions automatically. Systems modeled as bond graphs can thus be easily integrated with familiar control engineering toolsets. The behavioral approach [15] , [16] and the bond-graph approach provide two of the many ways of describing and understanding dynamical systems. As discussed in more detail in [17] , the two approaches are similar in that » the system description does not distinguish inputs and outputs, but rather is viewed as a constraint on a set of variables: the manifest variables in behavioral terms and port variables in bond-graph terms » systems are connected without assigning the input/output structure beforehand » state-variable descriptions are regarded as representations to be derived from the basic system representation only when decisions have been made about which variables are to be regarded as inputs and outputs.
The two approaches are different in that » the bond-graph approach is graphical, whereas the behavioral approach is mathematical » the bond-graph approach is explicitly based on energy concepts and uses the systematic modeling approach whereby physical system variables are classified according to Table 1 » the behavioral approach handles distributed systems, described by partial differential equations. The bondgraph approach does not.
It is becoming recognized that energy-based methods are relevant to control engineers, see [18] . Bond graphs are inherently energy based and thus are related to other energy-based methods, including dissipative systems [19] - [21] and, as shown in [22] , port-Hamiltonian systems.
Bond graphs are inherently energy based and thus are related to other energy-based methods, including dissipative systems and port-Hamiltonian systems.
The bond-graph approach is not unique in focusing on energy and in determining causality after modeling. Alternative approaches with these characteristics are discussed in "Related Paradigms." However the bond-graph approach is unique in combining these features with an intuitively appealing graphical modeling and causality analysis formulation.
We believe that the bond-graph method is a useful modeling tool, particularly well suited for describing physical systems, and can provide a powerful way for engineers to analyze and solve the problems that they face.
